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 Congratulations to Emma Rhode and Cecelia Ossi for shooting new personal bests! Emma's 
new high score in 3-Position Smallbore is a 576 out of 600, set at the ICRL 3-P league match, on 
10/11/2019. Cecelia's new 3-P high score is a 581 which was also set in a league match, but on 
10/25/2019. 

 Guthsville hosted the first Lehigh Valley Prone match and our team had awesome results. We 
opened up the season with a perfect score of 500, to take the win. Emma, Sarah, Griffin, Lizzie, and 
Cecelia were our top shooters, each with a score of 100. Match two was hosted by Palmerton, and 
we had another good score but came up one point shy of the win. Our team score was 496 and came 
from top shooters Cecelia, Emma, and Brylee each with a 100, Griffin 99, and Sydney 97. 

 Guthsville is again hosting monthly prone matches during the winter months. A total of 8 
targets are shot for a possible 800 points. Griffin participated in the October match and finished with 
a solid score of 796. 

 Cecelia shot a full course 3-Position indoor metric match, in New Jersey. A full course is double 
what most of the matches are that we do. It consists of 40 shots for each position instead of the 
usual 20. The targets used for an indoor metric match are the challenging USA 50 targets, same as we 
shoot in the ICRL League. Cecelia won this match with a very nice score of 1156 out of a possible 
1200 points. 

 Two of our juniors and myself traveled to Harrisburg Hunters and Anglers for the Southeastern 
Air Rifle League. After 60 record shots per competitor, Cecelia was on top and Lizzie in 4th . We will be 
hosting the upcoming December match here at Ontelaunee. 
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